Facing the Modern Terrible Political and Technical Engineering Challenges

The solutions to sustainability problems (environmental, economic and financial in a context of security demand from an increasingly organized and constantly raising crime threat) connected to urban mobility represent today one of the greatest challenges that politicians and local administrators have to face.

A challenge that each administration - often with an own little knowledge and short experience - seeks to govern, having a short time horizon, integrating the different ways of mobility in highly variable terms of programmatic choices and of investment options.

FIRST ROUND TABLE ON THE TOPIC: THE BIG CHALLENGES -- MATERA 2019

A) POLITICAL and TECHNICAL CHOICES on ENERGY, ENVIRONMENT, WORK
B) ENERGY INDEPENDENCE and RESEARCH for ECONOMIC and ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

REPRESENTS A FIRST MOSAIC OF THE CONTRIBUTION THAT ONE WANTS TO GIVE IN THE DIFFERENT CONFERENCES TO COME, TO THE SOLUTION OF THE ENORMOUS PROBLEMS THAT IMPEND ON OUR SOCIETY
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